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Abstract and Summary

Spectroscopic and excited state decay kinetics are reported for monomeric and polymeric forms of ultraviolet stabilizers in the 2-(2'-hydroxyphenyl)-benzotriazole and 2-hydroxybenzophenone classes. For some of these molecules in various solvents at room temperature, we report the following: (1) ground state absorption spectra, (2) emission spectra, (3) picosecond-time-resolved transient absorption spectra, (4) ground state absorption recovery kinetics, (5) emission kinetics, and (6) transient absorption kinetics. In the solid state at low temperatures (T<12K) we report emission spectra and their temperature-dependent kinetics up to ~200K as well as, in one case, the 12K excitation spectra of the observed dual emission.

Three publications have originated directly from UCR, based on this work. In addition, two publications originating from JPL have included the results of this study and additional papers are in preparation.

A model which rationalizes the experimental findings for the 2-(2'-hydroxyphenyl) benzotriazole class of photostabilizers was presented in the recent UCR publications. This model includes efficient tautomerization in the excited state to a proton-transferred form, rapid internal conversion in room temperature solution before vibrational relaxation, and the possibility of measuring the barrier to proton transfer in low temperature solids. Internal conversion of the tautomeric form of the molecule is believed to be promoted by an internal rotational (or librational) mode of the molecule which includes relative rotation of the two ends of the molecule.

1. Published Reports

The major findings of this project have recently been reported in two papers:


Copies of these 2 papers are attached to this report as Appendices (I) and (II), respectively. In addition, an earlier paper contained some of the preliminary results of this project:


This paper is included as Appendix (III).

Paper (I) includes and interprets the major findings on the 2-(2'-hydroxy-5' methylphenyl)-benzotriazole (Tinuvin P) photostabilizer in room temperature solution. It includes the measurements of ground state absorption recovery kinetics, fluorescence spectra and kinetics and solvent and deuteration effects in room temperature solution. A model involving excited state proton transfer is presented for the decay mechanism, rationalizing the known experimental data.

Paper (II) includes additional room temperature data on Tinuvin P as well as low temperature emission spectra and kinetics on this molecule. In addition, room temperature kinetics data are also presented for 2-(2'-hydroxy-3',5'-ditert-amylphenyl)-benzotriazole (Tinuvin 328) and the copolymer of 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-vinylphenyl)benzotriazole with methyl methacrylate. Again a mechanistic model is presented which rationalizes both the low temperature and room temperature data obtained during this project.

Paper (III) contains the room temperature transient absorption spectra of the above-mentioned molecules as well as of 2-hydroxybenzophenone and a copolymer of this molecule. The results presented in that paper were preliminary, as was the model, and the results and conclusions in papers (I) and (II) supersede the interpretations included in paper (III).

2. Additional Results.

Some of the data obtained during the course of this project have not yet been included in any publications. These results, and tentative interpretations of them,
are discussed below.

2.1. Room Temperature Absorption Spectra

A room temperature UV-VIS absorption spectrum between 250 and 400 nm of Tinuvin P was taken in trifluoroethanol (CF$_3$CH$_2$OH) and is shown in Fig. 1. For comparison, a spectrum of Tinuvin P in ethanol is shown in the same figure. The absolute absorbance intensities are not significant. Note the change in the relative intensities in the two absorption peaks. Also, there is a blue shift of ~10 nm for the trifluoroethanol solvent as opposed to ethanol. An absorption spectrum for Tinuvin P in methylcyclohexane is shown in Fig. 2. A blue shift of ~15 nm is observed for the trifluoroethanol solvent relative to methylcyclohexane.

The extinction coefficient for Tinuvin P in ethanol at 355 nm is $\sim 1 \times 10^4$ indicating that absorption is probably due to a $\pi\pi^*$ transition. The blue shift in the more strongly hydrogen bonding solvents suggests that the ground state of Tinuvin P is stabilized through hydrogen bonding with the solvent. This ground state stabilization may be important in the kinetics of proton transfer. We report below increased excited lifetimes in polar, hydrogen bonding solvents.

2.2. Low Temperature Absorption Spectra

Low temperature absorption spectra were obtained for Tinuvin P in two glasses at T=10 K. Figure 3 shows the absorption spectrum in methylcyclohexane; Figure 4 shows the spectrum in EPA (diethylether, isopentane and ethyl alcohol, 5:5:2). A number of interesting features arise on going to low temperature. First of all, a prominent shoulder appears on the red edge of the absorption band at approximately 370 nm. A very weak band also appears at ~385 nm. The peak centered at 340 nm in the room temperature spectrum is resolved into a doublet at low temperature. In methylcyclohexane the doublet peaks occur at 350 and 340 nm while in EPA the peaks are at ~347 and 336 nm. The relative intensities of the doublet peaks are different for the hydrogen-bonding EPA solvent compared to methylcyclohexane as solvent. This suggests that the doublet may be the result of different hydrogen bonded conformations in the two glasses.
Figure 1: Room Temperature Absorption Spectra

- Tinuvin P / CF₃CH₂OH
- Tinuvin P / CH₃CH₂OH
Figure 2: Room Temperature Absorption Spectra

Tinuvin P / Methylcyclohexan
The band centered at approximately 300 nm at room temperature also shows the appearance of structure on going to low temperature. The structure is more pronounced in methylcyclohexane than in EPA. This band appears to be made up of a triplet of peaks in methylcyclohexane but is not resolved in EPA. In contrast to the peaks at \( \lambda = 340-350 \) nm, the 300 nm peak does not shift significantly with solvent.

2.3. Low Temperature Emission Spectra

2.3.1. Intensity Dependence in n-octane Glass

Low temperature emission spectra of Tinuvin P in n-octane were obtained showing red fluorescence with \( \lambda_{\text{max}} = 625 \) nm and fluorescent intensities which are strongly temperature dependent. The fluorescence spectrum of Tinuvin P at 11 K, corrected for the spectral response of the detector, is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the fluorescence intensity dependence on temperature (not corrected for spectral response.) Variation of this intensity with temperature presumably is due to the decrease in excited-state lifetime as the temperature is increased. This variation is documented in Appendix (II). The red emission observed at 11 K is essentially identical to that observed by Werner at 90 K in a hydrocarbon glass. Red fluorescence could be seen to begin just as the solvent began to form a rigid glass, the intensity increasing as the temperature decreased. No shift was observed in the position of the fluorescence maximum.

Sample excitation was accomplished using the 325 nm line of a HeCd laser. Fluorescence was collected and analyzed with a one meter Hilger Engis scanning monochromator/spectrograph equipped with an S-20 photomultiplier tube. Samples were cooled in a closed cycle helium refrigerator. Fluorescence intensity measurements were carried out by first cooling the sample to its lowest temperature, 11 K, then taking spectra as the temperature was stepped up. This technique was used to avoid changes in intensity due to changes in the degree of cracking in the glass. (n-octane forms a very opaque glass, the physical appearance of the glass was not observed to change over the temperature range studied.)
2.3.2. Fluorescence at 4.2 K in Pure Crystal

Continuously excited emission spectra of Tinuvin P crystals at 4.2 K were obtained. Fig. 7 shows the spectrum resulting from 325 nm excitation using a Helium-Cadmium laser. Fig. 8 shows the spectrum obtained exciting with 365 nm line from a high-pressure mercury lamp. The two spectra appear identical, suggesting that there is no excitation wavelength dependence of the red emission in that region. A small amount of structure appears on the blue edge of the emission band. The bands are indicated by letters a, b and c and have the following spacings:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a - b} & \quad 515.8 \pm 10.1 \text{ cm}^{-1} \\
\text{a - c} & \quad 870.2 \pm 23.6 \text{ cm}^{-1} \\
\text{b - c} & \quad 354.3 \pm 18.1 \text{ cm}^{-1}
\end{align*}
\]

The a, b and c peaks occur at 543 nm, 558 nm and 570 nm, respectively.

2.3.3. Low Temperature Fluorescence Decay Kinetics

Temperature-dependent, fluorescence decay kinetics were obtained for Tinuvin P in a hydrocarbon glass (n-nonane) and these results are discussed in Appendix II. In addition, fluorescence decay kinetics were obtained for Tinuvin P in ethanol at 12 Kelvin. Immediately after cooling the sample to 12K, two distinct fluorescence maxima were observed in this solvent, one having \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) ~400 nm, the other at \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) ~600 nm. These fluorescence decay experiments were performed using a 355 nm, 10 picosecond pulse from a Nd\(^3\)+:glass laser. Emission wavelengths were isolated using appropriate combinations of color glass filters. A band consisting of wavelengths between ~400 nm and 480 nm was isolated using a Schott BG3x2 and a GG400x3. Red emission (\(\lambda_{\text{g1}} > 550 \text{ nm}\)) was isolated using a OG550x3 filter. The two emissions exhibited different lifetimes -- \(\tau_{400} \sim 2\text{ns}\), \(\tau_{600} \sim 1\text{ns}\). After the sample had been maintained at 12K for several hours, the red emission was no longer detectable.

The observation of two emission maxima with different lifetimes indicates the existence of two distinct species or forms of Tinuvin P in the ethanol matrix. The disappearance of the red component after several hours at 12K suggests that some
Fig. 7. Emission from Timsin P at 4.2 Kelvin using 325 nm excitation. Ticks at 550 nm and 600 nm are wavelength markers. Spectrum not corrected for instrument response.
Fig. 8. Emission from Tinuvin P crystal at 4.2 Kelvin using 365 nm excitation. Tics at 530 nm, 586 nm and 610 nm are wavelength markers. Spectrum not corrected for instrument response.
ground state equilibration process is occurring. A reasonable explanation of the data is that upon cooling, some of the Tinuvin P molecules are initially frozen in a conformation which is intramolecularly hydrogen bonded. This conformation could be responsible for highly Stokes-shifted red emission which arises due to excited state intramolecular proton transfer. The blue emission may be due to intermolecularly hydrogen bonded molecules. The preference for intermolecularly hydrogen bonded molecules is probably due to a greater decrease in free energy resulting from the formation of as many as three intermolecular hydrogen bonds with the solvent. The loss of red emission over a period of several hours at low temperature is due to slow reorientation and equilibration of the Tinuvin P molecules to give the energetically favored intermolecularly hydrogen bonded species.

2.4. Low Temperature Fluorescence Excitation Spectra

The fluorescence excitation spectrum of Tinuvin P in methylcyclohexane at 12 Kelvin has been obtained in the wavelength region 370-390 nm. Two excitation spectra were obtained, one monitoring emission at 600 nm, the other monitoring at 420 nm. The spectra are shown in Figure 9. The two spectra differ significantly in the relative intensity ratios of 370 nm to 385 nm excited emission. The ratio of the red fluorescence intensity excited at 370 nm and 385 nm is approximately 0.8 whereas the ratio of the blue intensity excited at the same wavelength is ~0.25. The absorption spectrum of Tinuvin P (Figure 3) has a weak band on the red edge which corresponds to the peak at 385 nm in the excitation spectrum. Emission from this state is approximately one to one blue vs. red emission. Higher energy excitation results in primarily red emission.

The experiments were conducted using a nitrogen laser pumped dye laser operating at 10 Hz. Exciton BPBD-365 laser dye was used to cover the wavelength range 365-395 nm.
Figure 9: Fluorescence Excitation Spectrum of Tinuvin P / Methylcyclohexane.

(Detection at wavelengths indicated)
3. Summary of Experimental Results:


Table I. Summary of room temperature excited state kinetics of substituted hydroxyphenylbenzotriazoles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Absorption Recovery $\tau$(ps) at 355 nm</th>
<th>Fluorescence Decay $\tau$(ps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl) benzotriazole (Tinuvin P)</td>
<td>Methylcyclohexane</td>
<td>33±5</td>
<td>14.4±3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinuvin P</td>
<td>Methylcyclohexane</td>
<td>22±5</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinuvin P-d$_1$</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>74±10</td>
<td>52.0±3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinuvin P</td>
<td>Methylene Chloride</td>
<td>29±5</td>
<td>19.1±4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinuvin P</td>
<td>Hexadecane</td>
<td>33±3</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-(2'-hydroxy-3',5'-di-(d)ert-amylphenyl) benzotriazole (Tinuvin 328)</td>
<td>Methylcyclohexane</td>
<td>40±15</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-vinylphenyl) benzotriazole: MMA copolymer</td>
<td>Methylene Chloride</td>
<td>25±5</td>
<td>15±4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III. Low Temperature Emission Spectra of Tinuvin P at 11K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>λ&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; Fluorescence (nm)</th>
<th>λ&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; Phosphorescence (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n-octane</td>
<td>~400</td>
<td>475, 529, 545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethanol</td>
<td>~625</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Mechanistic Interpretation

Considering the experimental data presented above, we propose a model for excited state deactivation of Tinuvin P which is a slightly modified version of the model proposed earlier by Otterstedt and Werner. The overall mechanism that they proposed may be written as follows:

\[ S_0 \xrightarrow{hv} S_1 \xrightarrow{H^+\text{ transfer}} S_1' \xrightarrow{ic} S_0' \xrightarrow{H^+\text{ transfer}} S_0 \]  

The major steps in the mechanism following absorption of the uv light are first of all proton transfer to give the zwitterionic form, \( S_1' \), followed by rapid internal conversion to give the proton transferred ground state form \( S_0' \) which then rapidly equilibrates to give the ground state form, \( S_0 \). The new kinetic and spectroscopic evidence that we presented above allows us to provide a more detailed account of the mechanism. The basic processes involved are shown schematically in Figure 10.
Figure 10. Potential energy surfaces and details of the absorption and excited state deactivation processes in Tinuvin P.

Based on the absorption spectrum of Tinuvin P in aprotic solvents, compared to its spectrum in the strongly hydrogen-bond-breaking trifluoroethanol solvent, we assert that the absorption band at 350 nm is primarily due to the intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded form of Tinuvin P. Absorption at 355 nm produces an excited vibrational level in $S_1$. Room temperature fluorescence spectra and kinetics in hydrocarbon solution exhibit blue emission (B), $\lambda_{\text{max}} \approx 410$ nm, $\tau \approx 14$ ps with an estimated quantum yield of $2-5 \times 10^{-5}$. Ground state recovery kinetics measure the rate of the overall process to be $\approx 30$ ps in hydrocarbons. We propose that the room temperature emission be identified as fluorescence from a vibrationally unrelaxed $S_1$ state (B in Fig. 10). This assignment is not unreasonable since the fluorescent lifetime (14 ps) is within the range of excited state vibrational relaxation times reported for other large aromatic molecules. Excitation to a vibrationally "hot" level in $S_1$ may lead to the establishment of an equilibrium between $S_1$ and the proton transferred form $S_1'$.
prior to vibrational relaxation. The fluorescence decay time would then be determined by the rate of internal conversion, $S_1' \rightarrow S_0'$. If this is the case, the mechanism shown above (eqn. (1)) should be modified to show an equilibrium between $S_1$ and $S_1'$ and that internal conversion $S_1' \rightarrow S_0'$ occurs prior to vibrational relaxation:

$$S_0 \xrightarrow{h\nu} S_1 \xrightarrow{K} S_1' \xrightarrow{ic} S_0' \xrightarrow{H^+} S_0.'$$

The observation of longer fluorescence and ground state recovery lifetimes in ethanol suggests that intermolecular hydrogen bonds with the solvent may inhibit the excited state proton transfer process and/or shift this equilibrium.

Low temperature fluorescence studies in hydrocarbon matrices show an emission maximum at ~625 nm, and lifetimes of ~1 ns at 12K. This emission (R) is assigned to the transition $S_1' \rightarrow S_0'$ of the proton transferred species shown in Figure 10. The temperature dependence of the fluorescence lifetime is assumed to be wholly due to a temperature dependent nonradiative rate. The activation energy for the temperature dependent nonradiative decay, ~200 cm$^{-1}$, is of the order of magnitude expected for a torsional vibrational mode. This mode would be expected to be an important factor in the rapid rate of internal conversion in Tinuin P.

In the ethanol glass at 12K no highly Stokes shifted emission was observed. The fluorescence maximum occurs at 410 nm, the same region as in the room temperature emission, and in addition, green phosphorescence is observed at 12K. It appears then that in the low temperature ethanol glass, intramolecular proton transfer is slowed and/or the equilibrium shifted to the left in Figure 10, and intersystem crossing becomes a competing conradiative decay route.

With reference to Figure 10, then, the predominant decay route in the proposed model for relaxation of Tinuin P involves uv excitation (double upward arrow) into an excited vibronic level of the molecule that lies at an energy (for 355 nm
data sets are shown in Figs. 4(B) and 4(C), respectively. The lifetime values obtained in these two fits are reported in Table I. The error estimates for these values were obtained by assuming the uncertainty in the position of $t=0$ was ±4 channels (see Sec. II C) of the OMA (±2.5 ps), thereby obtaining the range of lifetimes reflected by the error estimates given in Table I. These error estimates were always larger (by -5×) than the standard deviation in the lifetime parameter obtained in the minimum rms (best) fit. (This same procedure was also applied to each single-laser-shot-produced, ethanol solvent data set, and resulted in error estimates, which were approximately the same as the standard deviation in the average reported in Table I. It should be noted that the "best" fits obtained for each single-laser-shot data set established the position of $t=0$ relative to the stalon marker pulse to within ±2 channels from data set to data set.)

In Fig. 4 and for the fluorescent lifetimes given in Table I, the only wavelength discrimination of the fluorescence was provided by a UV blocking filter (Schott, GG 400) to isolate the fluorescence from the laser pulse. For (I) in ethanol only, the short-lived emission was strong enough to allow the use of narrower bandwidth filters to determine the wavelength range of the fluorescence. For example, allowing only emission wavelengths in the range 400 nm ≤ λ ≤ 460 nm (Schott GG 400×3 mm, Schott BG 14×3 mm, and Ditric 4600 short-pass cut-off filters), essentially identical emission kinetics were observed for (I) in ethanol as those given in Fig. 4 and Table I. (The best-fit lifetimes for averaged data from three laser shots was in this case 50.1 ps with an error estimate of ±7.8 ps.) On the other hand, for the same sample, blocking all emission wavelengths shorter than ~570 nm (Schott GG 570×3 mm) resulted in a streaked fluorescence signal only barely discernible above background; i.e., less than a few percent of the total short-lived detected visible fluorescence was in a wavelength region to the red of 570 nm. Steady-state emission spectra indicate that fluorescence maxima of (I) in all solvents at room temperature occurs at λ_{max} ≤ 410 nm. (See below.)

The short-lived fluorescence kinetics of (I) in ethanol were found to follow an exponential decay, within experimental error, as shown in Fig. 5. The short-lived fluorescence kinetics in methycyclohexane and methylene chloride were too weak to allow for exact determination of the form of the decay, but were assumed to also be exponential in the fitting procedure. Broad, featureless emission spectra were observed for (I) in methylene chloride, ethanol, methycyclohexane, and cyclohexane solvents at room temperature. Initial experiments with the commercial spectrofluorimeter on (I) in the methylene chloride and ethanol solvents indicated very weak emission with maxima in the blue and fluorescence quantum yields on the order of ~2×10^{-4}. Subsequently, quantum yield estimates were made using the high sensitivity spectrofluorimeter on (I) in cyclohexane. In this case the emission maximum was at λ_{max} ~ 410 nm, and the fluorescence quantum yield was estimated to be in the range 2×10^{-4} to 5×10^{-4}. Finally, emission spectra of (I) were obtained with the laser Raman spectrometer (see Sec. II D) in the solvents cyclohexane, methycyclohexane and ethanol. In every case, the emission maximum occurred in the range λ_{max} ~ 405-410 nm and the emission intensities were similar. No emission intensity was observed to the red of ~500 nm.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Excited-state kinetics

The kinetics data presented above provide new information concerning the excited-state decay mechanism of (I). In the first place, in three solvents, the fluorescence decay of (I) was found to occur faster than did the ground-state absorption recovery of (I) at 355 nm. This observation suggests a mechanism involving sequential decay of the fluorescent state through other intermediate state(s) and/or tautomeric form(s) before ground-state recovery is complete. This model might require that the ground-state recovery be somewhat nonexponential but deviations from nonexponential behavior need not be too severe and could easily be masked by the signal-to-noise evidenced by the experimental data (Figs. 2 and 3). From the present ground-state absorption recovery experiments on (I), it is clear that no significant quantum yield of long-lived species is obtained. These results indicate that the major decay pathway involves only singlet species of the molecule.

Another important feature of our results is that both the fluorescence decay and the ground-state absorption recovery lifetimes of (I) are longer in the intramolecular hydrogen bonding solvent (ethanol) than in the nonhydrogen bonding solvents. This observation suggests that the ethanol solvent may competitively form intermolecular hydrogen bonds with (I), disrupting the intramolecular hydrogen bond and slowing the excited-state relaxation process as suggested in Sec. I and in Fig. 1.

To investigate the possibility that the kinetics of radiationless desactivation of (I) is affected by solvent viscosity, the ground-state recovery kinetics of (I) was investigated in two different hydrocarbon solvents of different viscosity at room temperature: methycyclohexane (η = 0.73 cp) and hexadecane (η = 3.34 cp). Viscosity-dependent nonradiative rate constants have been determined previously for a number of molecules containing internally rotating phenyl groups.29-33 If free rotation about the C-N single bond joining the phenol and benzotriazole parts of (I) modified its radiationless decay rate in the same way29 then the decay time observed in hexadecane would be expected to be ~50% longer than in methycyclohexane. The lack of a viscosity effect on the nonradiative decay rate in (I) suggests that rotation about the C-N bond may be hindered, most likely due to the intramolecular hydrogen bond. In the case of a hindered rotor, it is not clear that the macroscopic viscosity of the solvent is the correct parameter to use in describing the microenvironment of the solute. However, emission studies, discussed below, indicate that the dihedral angle between the phenol...
evidence for triplet formation in room temperature solutions of Tinuvin P in ethanol suggesting that internal conversion $S_1 \rightarrow S_0$ is very rapid compared to the rate of intersystem crossing.
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Mechanism and kinetics of excited-state relaxation in internally hydrogen-bonded molecules: 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)-benzotriazole in solution
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We report the ground state absorption recovery kinetics (at 355 nm) and the fluorescence spectra and kinetics of 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)-benzotriazole (I) following excitation at 355 nm in several solvents at room temperature. Measured lifetimes range from 14 to 75 ps. Fluorescence lifetimes are shorter than the corresponding ground state recovery times, indicating the intervention of intermediate forms during the excited state relaxation process. The measured fluorescence quantum yield is lower than one predicted by the usual calculated radiative rate for the near UV, strongly absorbing singlet state of this molecule. Decay rates are slower in ethanol than in nonhydrogen bonding solvents indicating that external interference with the intramolecular hydrogen bond in (I) slows the relaxation rate. The room temperature decay rates are not strongly affected by the solvent viscosity. Deuteration of the molecule produces only a slightly more rapid ground state recovery rate than in the protonated species. A model involving excited state proton transfer is presented for the decay mechanism, rationalizing the known experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intramolecular hydrogen bonds, present in a number of molecules containing phenolic hydroxyl groups and slightly basic carbonyl or amino groups, lead to a variety of interesting and unusual photophysical and photochemical properties. Many of these molecules, such as derivatives of 2-hydroxybenzophenone and 2-(2'-hydroxyphenyl)-benzotriazole, are widely used as ultraviolet absorbing polymer photostabilizers. The intramolecular hydrogen bond in these molecules is thought to promote rapid, radiationless, excited-state decay. Large Stokes shifts observed in the emission spectra of many of these molecules suggest that excited-state proton transfer plays an important role in the excited-state relaxation mechanism. The mechanism and kinetics of these processes have yet, in many cases, to be determined. Related kinetics studies include work on salicylates, 1-6 salicylanilides, 7-12 2-(2'-hydroxyphenyl)-s-triazines, 13,14 2-hydroxybenzophenones,11,15 and 2-(2'-hydroxyphenyl)-benzotriazoles.16,17

In the present paper, we present new kinetic and spectroscopic studies of the mechanism of excited-state decay for 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)-benzotriazole (I) in room temperature solution. The ground-state structure of (I) in aprotic solvents and one possible tautomeric form (I') resulting from ultraviolet excitation of (I) are shown in Fig. 1. Also shown in Fig. 1 is a possible ground state structure (II) for this molecule in an alcoholic solvent. The intermolecular hydrogen bonds illustrated by structure (II) could prevent or partially interfere with the formation of the intramolecular hydrogen bond which promotes the process (I) → (I'). The present investigation explores the mechanism and kinetics of the processes of ultraviolet excitation and excited state decay (I) → (I') as well as the importance of structures like (II) in protic solvents. These studies include measurements of ground-state absorption bleaching and recovery kinetics, as well as excited-state fluorescence kinetics of (I) in both protic and aprotic solvents at room temperature. Also, determinations of room temperature fluorescence spectra and quantum yields are reported. An analysis of the results produced by these techniques gives rates of ex...

FIG. 1. Ground-state (I) and excited-state (I') molecular structures of 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)-benzotriazole in aprotic solvents. Also shown is a possible structure (II) in alcoholic solvent.
cited-state relaxation processes, as well as a mechanism of the excited-state decay in this molecule.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

A. Samples

Commercially available 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)-benzotriazole (Tinuvin P, Ciba-Geigy) was purified by zone refining for 100 zone passes. Some of the solvents used were Ethanol (200 proof, Pharmco), Methylene Chloride (Spectar, Mallinckrodt), and Methylcyclohexane (Omni Solv glass distilled, MCB), were dried over molecular sieves. In addition, cyclohexane was dried over Lithium Aluminum Hydride and distilled under vacuum prior to use. (These precautions were taken to assure that trace amounts of water would not have an effect on the measured kinetics or spectra.) Solutions were prepared to have a ground-state optical density at 355 nm of 1.0 in a 1 mm path quartz cell for the ground-state absorption bleaching experiments and of > 2 in 1 mm for the fluorescence experiments. [These ground-state optical densities were chosen to optimize the signal/noise ratio (bleaching experiment) or to minimize detrimental geometrical effects on the time resolution (fluorescence experiments)].

The monodeutero-substituted derivative of (I) was prepared by shaking a solution of (I) in methylcyclohexane with D_2O. Essentially complete exchange of the phenolic hydrogen for deuterium in (I) was confirmed by proton NMR, both before and after the kinetics measurements were made. (This sample was handled in a helium-filled glove bag to prevent contamination by atmospheric H_2O.)

B. Ground-state absorption bleaching recovery kinetics

Absorption recovery kinetics were obtained using a single third-harmonic pulse (dw = 10 ps, \( \lambda = 355 \) nm) from a modelocked Nd^3+: silicate glass laser system. Approximately 90% of the focused UV pulse (excitation pulse) was used to bleach the ground-state absorption of the sample. This pulse, containing ~0.3 mJ, was focused on an ~700 \( \mu \)m diameter aperture at the sample. The remainder of the UV pulse (probe pulse) followed a variable delay line and was used to monitor changes in the sample absorption as a function of time following excitation. The angle between the pump and probe pulse paths was ~6°. The probe pulse absorption by the sample was determined by comparing the intensity of a small portion of the probe pulse, split off prior to passing through the sample, with its intensity after passing through the sample. Pulses were detected on a fast bialplanar photodiode with a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope. Exponential decay curves were fit to the experimental data, after convolution with the excitation and probe pulse widths.

C. Excited-state fluorescence kinetics

The fluorescence kinetics of (I) in several solvents were performed using the streak camera facility of the Regional Laser Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania. Front surface excitation of the sample was accomplished with the third harmonic of a TEM_00 mode-locked Nd^3+: silicate glass laser system. Sample fluorescence, isolated with suitable bandpass filters, was imaged on an ~600 \( \mu \)m pinhole which was in turn imaged on the photocathode of a GEAR Pico V streak camera, used at its maximum streak speed. The streaked fluorescence image was detected and digitised with an IBIT vidicon of an optical multichannel analyzer (PARC, OMA 2). Streak speed and intensity calibration were simultaneously accomplished with a suitably attenuated, second-harmonic pulse which passed through a fixed-separation etalon (\( f = 6.23 \) mm). The second-harmonic pulse was diffused and directed to an identical pinhole, whose image was streaked at the same time as the fluorescence image. Using the apparatus in this configuration, an attenuated excitation pulse, scattered from a scattering plate at the sample cell position, had an apparent width of 15 ps. (The actual laser pulse width was ~7 ps, but the streak camera was not used at its maximum time resolution of 2 ps, in order to increase its experimental sensitivity.)

For each sample, at least five separate determinations of fluorescence streaks were obtained. However, only those streaks from clean, single excitation pulses that were suitably "framed" by the streak were considered in the data analysis (i.e., the laser pulse was captured by the camera streak after the first quarter and before the first half of the streak). In some of the experiments (ethanol solvent) the fluorescence intensities were strong enough so that the streaks could be analyzed individually. In other experiments, several streaks were averaged together before data analysis.

For each experiment, the data were analyzed in the following way: (1) The time base calibration was obtained (for individual streaks) by using the simultaneously obtained streaks of etalon-generated peaks to calibrate the channel number in time using an OMA “built-in” cubic function fit. Usually five or six etalon peaks (separated by 41.6 ps) were used in this calibration. (2) For the experiments in which the data were averaged before analysis (methylene chloride and methylcyclohexane solvents), the individual fluorescence streaks that were to be averaged were shifted (in channel number) so that the first etalon peak for each was superimposed at the same channel number. They were then summed in the OMA and an average time calibration determined from the individual etalon tracer. In general, the variation in etalon peak separation from peak-to-peak and from shot-to-shot was less than ~3%. (3) The intensity vs time data thus obtained were transferred in digital form from the OMA 2 console to a Hewlett-Packard 85 minicomputer for final data analysis. Also obtained and transferred in a similar way was an experiment of intensity vs time data for a typical, scattered 355 nm laser pulse. (4) Using the H-P 85 computer, experimental fluorescence lifetimes were obtained by deconvolution of the fluorescence kinetics experiments from the detector response to the scattered laser pulse experiment with simultaneous least-squares fitting to an (assumed) exponential decay. The data were therefore, least-
FIG. 2. Transient optical density changes (decreases), due to (1) at 355 nm following excitation at the same wavelength. The sample, in a 1 cm cell, had an optical density at 335 nm under low light level conditions of 1.0. The $\theta$ are the average of the experimental optical density changes. The smooth curves are exponential decaying functions, best fit to the data, after convolution to account for the finite duration of the laser excitation and probe pulses. (a) Methylcyclohexane solvent, (b) ethanol solvent.

squares fit with the following function:

$$C(t) = A e^{-t/\tau} \int_0^t S(t') e^{-t'/\tau} dt' + B,$$

in which

$C(t)$ are the fluorescence intensities as a function of time,

$S(t)$ are the scattered pulse intensities as a function of time,

and $A$, $B$, and $\tau$ (the lifetime) are adjustable parameters.

(5) Since there was some uncertainty in the position of $t = 0$ (the time position corresponding to the peak of the excitation pulse) in the fluorescence kinetics experiments, the relative time between the fluorescence kinetics experiments and the scattered laser pulse experiment were varied over a range of -5 ps during the fitting process. The minimum root-mean-square (rms) value determined for each experiment in this range was taken to be the best fit to the data, and the lifetime ($\tau$) determined in this best fit is reported below in Sec. III.

D. Fluorescence spectra and quantum yield

Room temperature emission spectra and quantum yields of (1) in ethanol, methylene chloride, methylcyclohexane, and cyclohexane were obtained under steady-state illumination conditions. Both a Perkin Elmer MPF 5A spectrophotometer, fitted with an automatic spectral correction accessory, and another high sensitivity spectrophotometer were used in the determinations of fluorescence spectra and quantum yields. In addition, the room temperature emission spectra of (1) in methylcyclohexane and ethyl alcohol were obtained using a conventional laser Raman spectrometer equipped with an argon ion laser Raman spectrometer equipped 363 nm, f/1.0 UV collection optics, a 0.85 m double monochromator (Sper 1401B), and a cooled photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R955) used in the photon counting mode.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Representative absorption recovery kinetics data at 355 nm for (1) in methylcyclohexane and in ethanol are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Absorption recovery kinetics of (1) in cyclohexane are shown in Fig. 3. The experimental recovery lifetimes, determined in the least-squares fit, are given in the summary in Table I. In all cases, the absorption recovery was complete at the longer delay times investigated with the change in optical density at 355 nm returning to zero within experimental error. No evidence for nonexponential decay behavior was observed in these experiments, again within experimental error.

The fluorescence decay kinetics of (1) in ethanol (fluorescence excited by a single laser shot), methylcyclohexane (fluorescence average due to four laser shots), and methylene chloride (fluorescence average due to three laser shots) are shown in Figs. 4(A), 4(B), and 4(C), respectively. In Fig. 4, the fluorescence intensity vs time data for (1) in ethanol, averaged for five laser shots, are plotted on a semilogarithmic scale, together with the best fit in a least-squares sense of an exponential decay to this data. (Only fluorescence intensity data starting ~25 ps after the peak of the fluorescence intensity are reproduced in this figure.)

The streak-camera-detected fluorescence of (1) in methylcyclohexane and in methylene chloride solvents was somewhat weaker than it was in ethanol solvent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Absorption recovery $\tau$ (ps) at 355 nm</th>
<th>Fluorescence decay $\tau$ (ps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methylicyclohexane:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I)</td>
<td>33 ± 5</td>
<td>14.4 ± 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I)-d$_1$</td>
<td>22 ± 5</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>74 ± 10</td>
<td>52.0 ± 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylene chloride</td>
<td>29 ± 5</td>
<td>19.1 ± 6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexadecane</td>
<td>35 ± 5</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 3. Transient optical density changes (decreases) of (I)-d$_1$ in methylcyclohexane at 355 nm. Other conditions were the same as those indicated in the caption of Fig. 1.

This is principally a result of the reduced lifetimes observed in the former solvents.

The values of the fluorescence lifetimes and estimated errors in these lifetimes are given in Table I. These values were obtained as follows: For (I) in ethanol, the value of the lifetime was obtained, as described in Sec. II C from a least-squares fit to the individual fluorescence decay data for five different laser shots. [One of these five decay data sets is shown in Fig. 4(A).] These values ranged from 48.7 to 58.4 ps. The average value (52.0 ps) and the standard deviation in this average (3.8 ps) are the numbers reported in Table I. For (I) in methylcyclohexane and in methylene chloride, only a single set of averaged decay data were subjected to the least-squares fitting process. These

FIG. 4. Streak camera record of the fluorescence intensity (λ = 400 nm) vs time of (I) after excitation at 355 nm; (a) ethanol solvent (single laser shot record), (b) methylcyclohexane solvent (average of four laser shot records), (c) methylene chloride solvent (average of three laser shot records).

FIG. 5. Semilogarithmic presentation of the fluorescence decay of (I) in ethanol after averaging five laser shot records of the type shown in Fig. 4(a). The dotted curve is a least-squares fit exponential decay (τ = 53 ps) to the experimental data (solid curve). The ordinate scale ranges from 0 to 4.
data sets are shown in Figs. 4(B) and 4(C), respectively. The lifetime values obtained in these two fits are reported in Table I. The error estimates for these values were obtained by assuming the uncertainty in the position of \( t = 0 \) was \( \pm 4 \) channels (see Sec. II C) of the OMA ( \( \pm 2.5 \) ps), thereby obtaining the range of lifetimes reflected by the error estimates given in Table I. These error estimates were always larger (by \( \sim 5 \times \)) than the standard deviation in the lifetime parameter obtained in the minimum rms (best) fit. (This same procedure was also applied to each single-laser-shot-produced, ethanol solvent data set, and resulted in error estimates, which were approximately the same as the standard deviation in the average reported in Table I. It should be noted that the "best" fits obtained for each single-laser-shot data set established the position of \( t = 0 \) relative to the etalon marker pulse to within \( \pm 2 \) channels from data set to data set.)

In Fig. 4 and for the fluorescent lifetimes given in Table I, the only wavelength discrimination of the fluorescence was provided by a UV blocking filter (Schott, GG 400) to isolate the fluorescence from the laser pulse. For (I) in ethanol only, the short-lived emission was strong enough to allow the use of narrower bandwidth filters to determine the wavelength range of the fluorescence. For example, allowing only emission wavelengths in the range 400 nm \( \leq \lambda \leq 460 \) nm (Schott GG 400 x 3 mm, Schott BG 14 x 3 mm, and Ditric 4600 short-pass cut-off filters), essentially identical emission kinetics were observed for (I) in ethanol as those given in Fig. 4 and Table I. (The best-fit lifetimes for averaged data from three laser shots was in this case 50.1 ps with an error estimate of \( \pm 7.8 \) ps.) On the other hand, for the same sample, blocking all emission wavelengths shorter than \( \sim 570 \) nm (Schott GG 570 x 3 mm) resulted in a streaked fluorescence signal only barely discernible above background; i.e., less than a few percent of the total short-lived detected visible fluorescence was in a wavelength region to the red of \( 570 \) nm. Steady-state emission spectra indicate that fluorescence maxima of (I) in all solvents at room temperature occurs at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \leq 410 \) nm. (See below.)

The short-lived fluorescence kinetics of (I) in ethanol were found to follow an exponential decay, within experimental error, as shown in Fig. 5. The short-lived fluorescence kinetics in methycyclohexane and methylene chloride were too weak to allow for exact determination of the form of the decay, but were assumed to also be exponential in the fitting procedure.

Broad, featureless emission spectra were observed for (I) in methylene chloride, ethanol, methycyclohexane, and cyclohexane solvents at room temperature. Initial experiments with the commercial spectrophotometer on (I) in the methylene chloride and ethanol solvents indicated very weak emission with maxima in the blue and fluorescence quantum yields on the order of \( \sim 2 \times 10^{-4} \). Subsequently, quantum yield estimates were made using the high sensitivity spectrophotometer \( ^{23} \) on (I) in cyclohexane. In this case the emission maximum was at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \leq 410 \) nm, and the fluorescence quantum yield was estimated to be in the range \( 2 \times 10^{-4} \) to \( 5 \times 10^{-4} \). Finally, emission spectra of (I) were obtained with the laser Raman spectrometer (see Sec. IID) in the solvents cyclohexane, methycyclohexane and ethanol. In every case, the emission maximum occurred in the range \( \lambda_{\text{max}} = 405-410 \) nm and the emission intensities were similar. No emission intensity was observed to the red of \( \sim 500 \) nm.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Excited-state kinetics

The kinetics data presented above provide new information concerning the excited-state decay mechanism of (I). In the first place, in three solvents, the fluorescence decay of (I) was found to occur faster than did the ground-state absorption recovery of (I) at 355 nm. This observation suggests a mechanism involving sequential decay of the fluorescent state through other intermediate state(s) and/or tautomeric form(s) before ground-state recovery is complete. This model might require that the ground-state recovery be somewhat nonexponential but deviations from nonexponential behavior need not be too severe and could easily be masked by the signal-to-noise evidenced by the experimental data (Figs. 2 and 3). From the present ground-state absorption recovery experiments on (I), it is clear that no significant quantum yield of long-lived species is obtained. These results indicate that the major decay pathway involves only singlet species of the molecule.

Another important feature of our results is that both the fluorescence decay and the ground-state absorption recovery lifetimes of (I) are longer in the intermolecular hydrogen bonding solvent (ethanol) than in the nonhydrogen bonding solvents. This observation suggests that the ethanol solvent may competitively form intermolecular hydrogen bonds with (I), disrupting the intramolecular hydrogen bond and slowing the excited-state relaxation process as suggested in Sec. I and in Fig. 1.

To investigate the possibility that the kinetics of radiationless deactivation of (I) is affected by solvent viscosity, the ground-state recovery kinetics of (I) was investigated in two different hydrocarbon solvents of different viscosity at room temperature: methycyclohexane (\( \eta = 0.73 \) cp) and hexadecane (\( \eta = 3.34 \) cp). Viscosity-dependent nonradiative rate constants have been determined previously for a number of molecules containing internally rotating phenyl groups.\(^{26-31}\) If free rotation about the C-N single bond joining the phenol and benzotriazole parts of (I) modified its radiationless decay rate in the same way\(^{29}\) then the decay time observed in hexadecane would be expected to be \( \sim 50\% \) longer than in methycyclohexane. The lack of viscosity effect on the nonradiative decay rate in (I) suggests that rotation about the C-N bond may be hindered, most likely due to the intramolecular hydrogen bond. In the case of a hindered rotor, it is not clear that the macroscopic viscosity of the solvent is the correct parameter to use in describing the microenvironment of the solute. However, emission studies, discussed below, indicate that the dihedral angle between the phenol
and benzos triazole planes plays a significant role in the
decay mechanism.

The effect of deuteration of the hydroxyl group on the
rate of relaxation of (I) was investigated using the ground
state recovery technique. The measured rate in the
deuterated form of (I) was somewhat faster than for the
protonated form, although the rates are nearly within
experimental error of each other. The fact that a nor-
mal deuterium isotope effect was not observed indicates
that the decay mechanism is not controlled by activated
proton transfer or proton tunneling.

B. Emission spectra and quantum yields

A small Stokes shift was obtained for room tempe-
ture emission spectra of (I) with \( \lambda_{	ext{max}} \approx 410 \text{ nm} \) in all
solvents. The state or species responsible for this
emission is not the same one that is responsible for the
low temperature, solid phase emission of (I) previously
reported in an aprotic matrix\(^\text{15,16} \) and confirmed by us
\( \lambda_{	ext{max}} \approx 600 \text{ nm} \).\(^\text{14} \) Whereas, this red emission of (I) in
the solid phase is presumably due to a proton-trans-
ferred tautomer form of the molecule, the 410 nm
emission in room temperature liquids is probably due
to a nonproton-transferred form of the molecule.

The low emission quantum yields observed for (I) in
room temperature liquids, however, are not consistent
with a purely vertical excited state, one in which the
molecular conformation is the same as the ground
state's. For example, the radiative lifetime of the
vertically excited state of (I) can be obtained, in the
conventional picture,\(^\text{35} \) by integrating the low energy
bands of the absorption spectrum. The radiative
lifetime, thus determined, turns out to be \(-10 \text{ or } 4 \text{ ns} \), depending upon whether only the lowest or the two
lowest energy bands are included in the integration.
This then predicts, for fluorescent lifetimes in the
range 14 to 52 ps, that the fluorescence quantum yields
should be in the range \( \text{10}^{-4} \text{ to } \text{10}^{-3} \), or 20 to 500 times
larger than actual measured fluorescence quantum
yields. Therefore, nonvertical forms of the molecule
must be rapidly available from the initially excited
form. These forms most likely involve either non-
planar conformations of the molecule or highly excited
O-H stretch vibrational states of the molecule as dis-

cussed in Sec. IV.C below. These forms are probably
responsible for the observed room temperature fluo-
rescence of this molecule in liquids.

C. A consistent model for excited-state relaxation

Several groups\(^\text{6-17,18} \) have presented a mechanistic
model for the singlet decay of (I) which, with slight
modification of details, can be shown to be consistent
with the known experimental results. The steps in this
model are as follows:

(a) UV Excitation: \( S_0 \rightarrow S_1 \),
(b) Proton transfer tautomerization: \( S_1 \rightarrow S_1' \),
(c) Internal conversion: \( S_1' \rightarrow S_0' \),
(d) Proton back transfer: \( S_0' \rightarrow S_0 \).

In this model, \( S_0 \) is the ground state of (I); \( S_1 \) the ini-
tially excited singlet state of (I); \( S_1' \) an excited singlet
state of a proton-transferred tautomer [e.g., (I)' of
Fig. 1]; and \( S_0' \) the corresponding ground state of (I').

Assuming this mechanism is correct, then the room
temperature blue fluorescence we report above would
be assigned to \( S_1 \rightarrow S_0 \) emission, it being only moderately
Stokes shifted from the absorption. In fluid solution
only this blue fluorescence of (I) is observed. How-
ever, when (I) in cyclohexane or methycyclohexane is
cooled somewhat below the melting point of these sol-
vents (-280 and -200 K, respectively), red emission
from (I) has been observed\(^\text{34} \) as mentioned in Sec. IV.B.
This emission, previously observed at 90 K and as-
signed to \( S_1 \rightarrow S_0, \text{17,18} \) is not observed in fluid solution.
The discrepancy between the measured and calculated
fluorescence quantum yields of the blue fluorescence
may seem inconsistent with these assignments, how-
ever, the model will accommodate these experimental
facts as shown below.

While the above data may seem inconsistent, there
is in fact a consistent model which neatly rationalizes
the experimental observations. The key feature of this
model is that the initially excited state of the molecule
\( (S_1) \) may be in equilibrium with the proton-transferred
form \( (S_1') \) on the picosecond time scale. Perhaps by
virtue of slow vibrational relaxation in comparison with
rapid proton transfer. Therefore, the observed emis-
sion is from vibrationally hot molecules of (I) with
actual fluorescence quantum yields significantly dimin-
ished by dilution with "hot" molecules of the form \( (I') \).
(See Fig. 1.) The fluorescence decay time then reflects
internal conversion of this \( (I') \) form, which is in equi-
librium with the \( (I) \) form. Hence, step (2b) above
should be written as an equilibrium and step (2c) oc-
curs before vibrational relaxation. The lack of any
observable red emission in room temperature fluid
solution probably reflects the decreased quantum yield
for this process, due to more rapid internal conver-
sion prior to vibrational relaxation. Further, emission
of the form \( (S_1') \rightarrow (S_0') \) might in this model be red-
shifted from \( S_1 \rightarrow S_0 \) emission, but it has not yet been
observed.

It should be noted that there is evidence in the litera-
ture that vibrational relaxation times of large mole-
cules in room temperature solution can be as long as
10-20 ps or so. For example, stilbene in room tem-
perature solution exhibits an excited-state vibrational
relaxation time of -25 ps\(^\text{36} \) while in dibenzoperylene, this
time has been estimated as \(-15 \text{ ps} \).\(^\text{37} \) Whether excited
state vibrational relaxation times of (I) in room tem-
perature solution can be slower than \(-15 \text{ ps} \) is still an
open question, but the spectroscopic evidence cited
above tends to confirm that they can be. (In ethanol,
slowing of the equilibration process by competing in-
termolecular hydrogen bonding extends the fluo-
rescence decay and the model does not really require that
vibrational relaxation in ethanol be as slow as 50 ps,
only that the equilibrium process be rate determin-
ing.)

Other experimental results are readily accommodated.
by this model. The fluorescence decay times are shorter than the ground-state recovery times because most molecules evolve into proton-transferred ground-state forms of (I'), i.e., $S'_a$. Ground-state recovery times then include the additional time for step (2d) of back proton transfer so that both internal conversion and back transfer contribute to the observed rate. The observation that fluorescence decay times are slowed in ethanol probably reflects the slowing of establishment of equilibrium in step (2b), due to the interfering nature of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds formed by the solvent with (I). Internal conversion rates would also be expected to change, since the solvent modifies the excited-state potential surface.

The viscosity effect is not quite so clear cut. Internal phenol rotation in this molecule is, at best, hindered and the microscopic viscosity dependence of this motion may be weaker than in molecules which undergo free internal rotation. Thus, it might be argued that step (2c) is promoted by relative librational motion of the phenol and benzotriazole portions of the molecule. Evidence concerning the importance of this librational motion on the rate of internal conversion manifests itself in the observation of relaxed red fluorescence in aprotic rigid matrices in which the amplitude of the relative motion would be less than in fluid solution. In any case, the ground-state recovery times measured in hexadecane and methylcyclohexane give the rates of composite processes, and hence may not be very sensitive to the modest viscosity difference in these two solvents.

The deuteration effect on ground-state recovery times eliminates rate-determining proton tunneling or activated proton transfer from the excited-state relaxation model. In the proposed model, it is not clear what the effect of deuteration of the molecule should have on the rate of the overall process of internal conversion and back proton transfer [steps (2c) and (2d)]. For example, the rates of internal conversion processes depend on the density of vibronic states and Franck-Condon factors of the lower energy state to which decay occurs. These factors could conceivably be affected by deuteration in such a way that the radiationless process would be more rapid in the deuterated derivative than in the proton, so the model is consistent with the experimental observations.

Other workers have reported kinetic solvent effects on the relaxation of similar molecules. For example, a similar solvent effect was observed on ground state recovery kinetics reported for 2-hydroxybenzophenone.12 In that molecule, complete ground-state recovery was determined to occur exponentially with a lifetime of $35 \pm 5$ ps in hexane solvent. In ethanol, however, the ground-state absorption recovery proceeded in a non-exponential fashion: a fast component of $-30$ ps and a slow component of $1.5 \text{ ns}$.13 For that molecule, the authors proposed the presence of two different ground-state species in ethanol (e.g., an intramolecular hydrogen-bonded molecule and a molecule intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded to the solvent) as a possible explanation of the results. The long time component of the ground-state recovery was assigned to a triplet decay route, tentatively attributed to those molecules hydrogenbonded to the solvent. In the present ground-state absorption recovery experiments on (I), however, no long-lived species were observed, either in ethanol or the other solvents. Furthermore, although the possibility of more than one ground-state species cannot be ruled out for (I) in ethanol, there is no evidence in either the fluorescence or the ground-state recovery kinetics for nonexponential decay. Therefore, there is no reason to invoke more than one ground-state form of (I) in ethanol.

Recently, Smith and Kaufmann14 presented a model which considers the effect of the dielectric strengths of the solvent on the nonradiative decay rate of the related molecule methyl salicylate. In contrast to the present results, they observe shorter fluorescence lifetimes in hydrogen-bonding solvents than in hydrocarbons. They attribute this to an increased intersystem crossing rate in these solvents caused by a decreased singlet–triplet energy gap in the zwitterionic form of the molecule. In the case of (I), there is no experimental evidence that intersystem crossing is a significant radiationless decay route in room temperature fluid solution, nor is any highly Stokes shifted (zwitterionic) emission of (I) observed under these conditions.

In conclusion, the kinetic and spectroscopic data presented above provide new information concerning the excited-state decay mechanism of (I). The model of this decay mechanism is as follows:

(a) UV excitation: $S_0 \rightarrow S'_a$,

(b) Proton transfer tautomerization: $S'_a \rightarrow (S'_a)^*$, (3)

(c) Internal conversion: $(S'_a)^* \rightarrow (S'_a)^*$, and

(d) Vibrational relaxation and proton back transfer: $(S'_a)^* \rightarrow S_0$,

in which """ indicates a proton-transferred form and "" a vibrationally unrelaxed state. Fluorescence of (I), observed in room temperature fluid solution with a normal Stokes shift, is attributed to a vibrationally unrelaxed excited state $S'_a$, which is in equilibrium with the proton-transferred excited state $S'(I)^*$ of the molecule. Internal conversion $(S'_a)^* \rightarrow (S'_a)^*$ controls the lifetime of this fluorescence, while ground-state recovery rates include additional contributions from vibrational relaxation and proton back transfer in the ground state.
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Picosecond kinetics of excited state decay processes in internally hydrogen-bonded polymer photostabilizers

Alan L. Huston, Gary W. Scott
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Riverside, Riverside, California 92521

Abstract

We report results of recent measurements of excited state decay kinetics in molecules which are commonly used as commercial polymer photostabilizers. Discussion centers on molecules in the 2-(2'-hydroxyphenyl)-benzotriazole and 2-hydroxybenzophenone classes. Determination of room temperature fluorescence decay, transient absorption and ground state absorption recovery kinetics are presented. In addition, low temperature spectra and variable temperature fluorescence decay kinetics are also presented. Solvent effects on the spectra and kinetics give considerable insight into the radiationless processes that occur in these systems.

Introduction

Most polymers are photochemically affected by solar ultraviolet radiation, especially after long term exposure. Economically practical solar energy conversion devices should be constructed from inexpensive, visible-radiation transparent, durable, light-fast materials. Plastics that are not particularly susceptible to solar ultraviolet degradation (e.g., fluorocarbons, methylsilicones, and certain acrylics) are, in general, expensive to manufacture and do not possess optimum mechanical and/or optical properties for these applications. Less expensive, more durable, and optically transparent plastic films which would otherwise be ideal for mechanically protecting, e.g., a photovoltaic array are, in general, quite susceptible to photochemical deterioration upon exposure to solar radiation. These polymers tend to crack, become cloudy, and turn yellow as photochemical degradation occurs, causing a significant decrease in the amount of useful, visible solar radiation that can reach the solar collector for conversion to electrical energy. Thus, the useful lifetime of the device is shortened by the plastic coating that protects it.

Fortunately, there are well-known techniques available for protecting polymers from photochemical degradation.1 These techniques involve the modification of the composition or structure of polymeric material by incorporation of photostabilizers. Such molecules provide photostabilization by selectively absorbing solar ultraviolet radiation, thus preventing excitation of the photochemically reactive chromophores of the polymer. In addition, photostabilizers are transparent in the visible portion of the solar spectrum, allowing most of this nonphotochemically-damaging radiation to pass through the polymer. Ideal photostabilizers also serve as energy acceptors to quench excited-state polymer chromophores before photochemical damage can occur. Furthermore, photostabilizer excited states must rapidly relax in a manner that converts the excitation energy into a form (in most cases heat) that is not chemically damaging to the polymer. Finally, the photostabilizers themselves must be nonphotochemically reactive.

A common method of protecting polymers is to use a photostabilized polymeric film as a coating on the bulk polymer. For example, transparent acrylic films may be made by incorporating photostabilizers into polymethylmethacrylate. The photostabilizing effectiveness of monomeric forms of photostabilizers may be less than expected for two practical reasons: (1) The monomeric photostabilizers blended into the polymer may be lost by evaporation and/or leaching. (2) Aggregation is a common problem when monomers are incorporated into polymers, providing nonuniform protection.

There are two classes of widely-used, ultraviolet-absorbers that are used as commercial photostabilizers and which have in common the molecular structural feature of an intramolecular hydrogen bond. These two classes of molecules--2-hydroxybenzophenone (HB) and 2-(2'-hydroxyphenyl)benzotriazole (HPB)--are shown in Figure 1.

The intramolecular hydrogen bond in these photostabilizing molecules is believed to be instrumental in the rapid conversion of the absorbed ultraviolet radiation into nonphotochemically damaging heat. The present study is concerned with the kinetics and mechanism of such processes in several of these molecules whose structures are given in Figure 1. Three monomers (HB-I, HPB-I, and HPB-II) were studied. Also, for comparison, we investigated two polymeric photostabilizers. These were obtained by copolymerizing an appropriate allyl or vinyl derivative of one of the parent compounds, HPB-I', or HPB-II', with methyl methacrylate. These copolymers will be referred to below as COHB-I'::MA and COHPB-II'::MA, re-
spectively.

Figure 1. Molecules investigated.

HB-I. 2-hydroxybenzophenone (-R3 & -R4:-H)
HB-II. 4-hydroxy,3-allyl,4',4'-dimethoxybenzophenone (-R3:-CH2-CH=CH2; -R4:-OCH3)
HPB-I. 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)benzotriazole (R'3 & R'5:-CH3)
HPB-II. 2-(2'-hydroxy-5',5'-di-tert-amylphenyl) benzotriazole (R'3 & R'5:-C(CH3)2-CH2-CH3)
HPB-III. 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-vinylphenyl) benzotriazole (-R3:-H; -R5:-C11-CH2)

Within each class of compounds, the differences in molecular structure should not really
be important in determining their inherent photostabilizing effectiveness. However, as
alluded to above, the molecular structure may affect their solubility, limiting the con-
centration and uniformity of distribution of these molecules in the polymer, thus limiting
the real photostabilizing effectiveness. The polymeric forms of these photostabilizers --
coHB-II:NFA and coHPB-III:NFA -- have therefore certain advantages in this respect over the
monomeric photostabilizing molecules.

In the present study we report the results of several types of spectroscopic and kinetics
measurements which relate directly to the mechanism of excited-state relaxation of polymer
photostabilizers in the class HB and HPE (See Fig. 1). Several of these results have been
previously reported. In combination with the new results presented below for the
first time, a clear mechanistic model for excited state decay of these photostabilizers and
the kinetics of the processes is obtained. This model involves excited state intramolecular
proton transfer or tautomerization, possibly to a zwitterionic form. Results from others
were also used in the development of this model.

Absorption Spectra and Recovery Kinetics

Ground State Molecules

Spectra. For molecules in classes HD and HPE there is a relatively strong uv absorpti-
on which exhibits maximum extinction coefficients in the range: 5,000 - 20,000 mol^{-1}cm^{-1}.
These absorption bands, peaking at wavelengths of \( \lambda \approx 340-353 \) nm, occur in molecules in the HD
and HPE classes, but not in related molecules which do not have substituents like \( \alpha \)-hydroxy-
phenyl groups available for intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Hence, excitation into these
absorption bands occurs, predominantly, for molecules which may be in ground state intra-
molecularly hydrogen-bonded conformations. These conclusions are supported by our observa-
tions on molecule HPB-I which indicate that the extinction coefficient decreases by 30-40%\)
upon going from methylcyclohexane solvent to the strong intermolecular hydrogen bonding
solvent, trifluoroethanol. The reduction in extinction coefficient is considerably less in
ethanol, but the wavelength at the peak is blue-shifted by 10 nm (ethanol) and 15 nm (tri-
fluoroethanol) relative to methylcyclohexane solvent.

Kinetics. Ground state absorption recovery kinetics were investigated for class HPE
molecules using a single third harmonic pulse (\( \sim 10 \) ps) from a modelocked, \( \lambda = 355 \) nm class
laser system to both excite and probe the absorption recovery at 355 nm. Similar measure-
ments have been reported on HD-I by another group. The results of our measurements on
the HPE class molecules are reported in Table 1 below.

For all of the ground state absorption recovery kinetics determined on room temperature
solutions of HPE type molecules (Table 1), the recovery kinetics were always essentially
exponential in form and complete at the longest delay times investigated in all solvents.
An example of this behavior is shown in Figure 2 for HPE-I in methylene chloride.
Table 1. Ground State Absorption Recovery Times of 11PB Class Molecules in Room Temperature Solution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Recovery Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPB-I</td>
<td>Methylcyclohexane</td>
<td>33.5 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>74.10 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methylene Chloride</td>
<td>29.5 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hexadecane</td>
<td>31.5 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPB-II</td>
<td>Methylcyclohexane</td>
<td>30.15 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coHPB-III</td>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>22.5 ps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For type HB photostabilizers, Fisenthal and his group have investigated the ground state absorption recovery kinetics of HB-I in protic and aprotic solvents (ethanol and hexane, respectively). In that molecule, complete ground state recovery was observed in hexane solvent with single exponential kinetics ($\lambda_{\text{max}}$ 355 ps), whereas in ethanol, ground state recovery kinetics of HB-I occurred in two steps: a fast component of ~30 ps and a slower 1.5 ns recovery step. In the ethanol solvent the authors proposed that HB-I molecules could have two ground state conformations: intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded and intermolecularly hydrogen-bonded, the former conformation giving rapid ground state recovery and the latter yielding slower recovery through, e.g., a triplet decay route. This picture has been disputed recently, however, by Opp and his group who contend that only one type of HB-I (intermolecularly hydrogen-bonded) exists in ethanol. (See next section.)

Transient Species

We have previously reported transient absorption spectra of both the HB$^-'$ and HPB$^{+}$ classes of photostabilizers in room temperature solution. These spectra are quite difficult to obtain with high signal-to-noise ratios due to the low absorptions obtained in the visible region of the spectra. These spectra have been obtained by excitation with a single third-harmonic pulse from a modelocked, Nd$^{3+}$:glass laser system. Time-delayed continuum probe pulses were generated by focusing the fundamental pulse into a suitable liquid. Single-shot transient spectra were obtained, double-beam-corrected, with a polychromator optical multichannel analyzer (OMA 2, EG&G PARC) combination.

A summary of these results is as follows: For HB type molecules in essentially aprotic solvents (methylene chloride and isooctane) weak transient absorption in the 400-700 nm range were observed at short delay times ($t < 50$ ps) following excitation with absorption maxima in the blue region of the spectrum ($\lambda_{\text{max}}$ 420-450 nm). These observations obtained for solutions of both HB-I and coHB-II:MMA. For HB class molecules in a protic solvent (ethanol), a longer-lived transient absorption in the same wavelength region was observed for delay times in excess of 400 ps. Related kinetics studies by Opp's group indicate that there are distinct differences in the decay of the initially excited singlet state of HB-I in different solvents. For HB-I in hexane they report $\tau \approx 30$ ps, whereas in ethanol they report $\tau \approx 30$ ps, based on transient absorption detected with their upper-state fluorescence technique.

For HPB type photostabilizers, broad weak transient visible absorption was observed at short delays ($t < 20$ ps; $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ 440 nm) in both methylene chloride and ethanol. Longer-lived transient absorption, which we previously reported, has not been confirmed by subsequent experiments. These measurements have, at present, only been made on the monomeric photostabilizers in this class (HPB-I and HPB-II). However, additional measurements of this type made on 2-acetoxy-5'-methylphenylbenzotriazole confirm that the short time transient absorption observed in HPB-I is probably due to a conformation of the molecule in which proton transfer is not yet complete.

Emission Spectra and Kinetics

Emission Spectra

We have obtained emission spectra of HPB type photostabilizers both in room temperature fluid solution and also in low temperature matrices. Low temperature emission spectra in
these molecules have also been previously reported by Otterstedt and by Werner. Very little is known about the apparently quite low quantum yield fluorescence of HB class molecules, although some highly Stokes-shifted low temperature emission of derivatives of HB have been reported. Low temperature phosphorescence of HB-I was reported a number of years ago by Lamola and Sharp.

Room Temperature Fluorescence. Room temperature spectra of HB-I in fluid solution have been obtained in both protic (ethanol) and aprotic (methylene chloride, methylcyclohexane and cyclohexane) solvents. Typically, excitation was accomplished with uv lines from an argon ion laser with a high sensitivity spectrofluorimeter used to obtain the emission spectra. Broad, featureless emission spectra were observed for HB-I in the blue region of the visible. Typically, the emission peak occurred at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \approx 405-410 \text{ nm} \) in both protic (ethanol) and aprotic (methylcyclohexane) solvents. The emission intensity tailed off to the red with little or no emission observed beyond \( \approx 500 \text{ nm} \). Quantum yields of emission were estimated to be in the range \( 2-5 \times 10^{-5} \).

Low Temperature Emission. At low temperatures, emission spectra of both HB and HPB type photostabilizers are qualitatively similar. In protic (alcoholic) glasses, "blue" fluorescence with only a moderate Stokes shift and long-lived "blue/green" phosphorescence have been observed. On the other hand, in aprotic (hydrocarbon) solvents, only highly Stokes-shifted, "red" fluorescence and no phosphorescence has been observed. (In some cases, e.g., HB-I, no fluorescence is observed at all in low temperature hydrocarbon matrices, and only phosphorescence and no fluorescence is observed for the HB class molecules in alcoholic glasses.)

We have investigated, primarily, the emission spectra of 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)-benzotriazole in low temperature solid matrices. In this case, the observed emission was much stronger than in fluid solutions at room temperature. These measurements were obtained by cooling the sample solution down in a round quartz cell which was in good thermal contact via a coaxial brass rod with the cold stage of a variable temperature, closed cycle helium refrigerator (Air Products, Displex 202E). Sample excitation was accomplished with the 325 nm line of a HeCd laser (Liconix 4050/4055) with emission spectra obtained with a scanning 1 m monochromator (Hilger-Engis 1000) and a red-sensitive photomultiplier used in the current detection mode. Typical spectra obtained for HB-I are shown in Figure 3. In the highly cracked, ethanol glass, the portions of the spectrum marked F and P correspond to the fluorescence and phosphorescence of HB-I, respectively.

![Figure 3](image-url)

Figure 3. Emission spectra of 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)-benzotriazole (HB-I) in (a) ethanol and (b) methylcyclohexane, both at 12K. In (a), the P (phosphorescence) portion of the spectrum (\( \lambda \approx 0.5 \text{ sec lifetime} \)) while the F (fluorescence) portion decays on the nsec time scale. These spectra are not corrected for instrument response.
These spectra are similar to those previously reported by Werner for HPB-I in protic and aprotic glasses at 50K. We have, however, also investigated the temperature dependence of the "red" emission of HPB-I in a cracked, n-octane glass over the temperature range 11-16K. The fluorescence maximum occurred at 625 nm, and did not shift with temperature. However, the fluorescence intensity was strongest at the lowest temperature and decreased significantly upon warming, being only observable below the temperature of rigid glass formation.

Fluorescence Kinetics

Room Temperature Solutions. The kinetics of the room temperature fluorescence of HPB-I and coHPB-III:NA in solution were measured, following excitation by a third harmonic pulse from a modelocked Nd:glass laser system, with a streak camera. The details of these measurements, data analysis and results for HPB-I are being presented elsewhere. Briefly, the streak camera was operated with a time resolution of 15 ps; however, by deconvolution techniques lifetimes down to this time range could be determined.

For the copolymer of the HPB class molecules (coHPB-III:NA), fluorescence decay measurements were obtained in room temperature methylene chloride solution. Although the decay was too rapid to obtain its exact form, deconvolution from the excitation pulse profile as observed by the detection system, gives a reasonably accurate estimate of the fluorescence lifetime, assuming single exponential decay. The fluorescence decay data obtained (dots) together with a convoluted, least-squares best fit to this data (solid line) are shown in Figure 4 for coHPB-III:NA in methylene chloride. Fluorescence lifetimes obtained from this fit and analogously for HPB-I in several solvents are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Fluorescence Lifetimes of HPB Class Molecules in Room Temperature Solution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Fluorescence Lifetime (ps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPB-I</td>
<td>Methylcyclohexane</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dibutylmethylene chloride</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coHPB-III:NA</td>
<td>Methylene Chloride</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Fluorescence decay kinetics of coHPB-III:NA in methylene chloride at room temperature.

It should be noted that in every case investigated, the fluorescence lifetimes are shorter than the ground state recovery times for the same molecule in room temperature solution. (Compare Tables 1 and 2.) Also, the polymeric HPB class has a similar lifetime as the monomeric forms in aprotic solvents. However, the fluorescence and ground state recovery times are significantly longer in ethanol than in the aprotic solvents. Fluorescence decay kinetics in HB class photostabilizers have not been investigated.

Temperature Dependence of the Red Emission. The kinetics of the fluorescence decay of the "red" fluorescence of HPB-I in low temperature hydrocarbon matrix (n-nonane) are reported here for the first time. These kinetics were measured after excitation, again with a 355-nm, 15-ps laser pulse, by observation of the red fluorescence through suitable filters with a fast, bialinear photodiode while photographically recording the diode output from a Tektronix 7934 oscilloscope. Temperature variation of the sample was accomplished with the closed cycle refrigerator described above. Lifetimes were obtained, after digitization of the photographic decay data, with L.S.F. deconvolution by computer in much the same manner as was the streak camera data as described above and in our recent work. Lifetimes were obtained for both the molecule HPB-I and its monodeuterated analog (HPB-I-d1), obtained by shaking a solution of HPB-I in n-nonane with excess D2O. This HPB-I-d1 molecule, has a deuterium replacing the hydrogen in the hydroxy group of the phenolic ring of HPB-I, (See Fig. 19).

A typical set of "red" fluorescence decay data (dots) for HPB-I in n-nonane, obtained at 110K, is shown in Figure 5 below. The L.S.F. convolution (solid line) yields an (assumed) exponential decay lifetime of 630 ± 30 ps.
Below approximately 30K, the fluorescence lifetimes determined were temperature independent. Above this temperature, the lifetimes decreased with increasing temperature. Further, at all temperatures for which the lifetime could be reliably determined, the lifetime of HPD-I was always less than or equal to the lifetime of HPB-I-d1. These results suggest that the following model of excited state decay should be applicable in this system:

\[ k_{\text{tot}} = k_r + k_{\text{nr}} \]

in which \( k_{\text{tot}} \) is the rate constant governing decay of the red-emitting state, \( k_r \) is the radiative decay rate constant and \( k_{\text{nr}} \) is the nonradiative decay rate constant. The nonradiative decay rate should have both a temperature-dependent and temperature-independent part since the radiative rate is not expected to depend on deuteration. Therefore, the nonradiative rate constant is given by the following:

\[ k_{\text{nr}} = k_{\text{nr}}' + k_{\text{nr}}'(T) \]

in which the second term on the right-hand-side includes all of the temperature dependence of the nonradiative relaxation processes. Assuming all of the nonradiative relaxation temperature dependence is associated with a single activation energy, then \( k_{\text{nr}}'(T) \) can be written as

\[ k_{\text{nr}}'(T) = A_{\text{nr}}e^{-\Delta E_{\text{nr}}/kT} \]

in which \( \Delta E_{\text{nr}} \) is the activation energy required for this process.

The temperature independent contributions to \( k_{\text{tot}} \) for both HPB-I and HPB-I-d1 were obtained by subtracting the measured \( k_{\text{tot}} \) at 12K from the measured \( k_{\text{tot}} \) at all other temperatures. The values of the measured lifetimes obtained and a plot of \( \ln k_{\text{nr}}'(T) \) vs \( 1/T \) are given in Table 3 and Figure 6.

The fluorescence decay kinetics of HPB-I in the solid matrix are apparently strongly influenced by a nonradiative process. It seems quite reasonable to attribute this fluorescence to a tautomeric, proton-transferred form of HPB-I (See below). Also the nonradiative decay process which is rate-controlling is likely internal conversion of the excited...
singlet (to ground singlet) of this tautomer. Activation energies (equation (3)) obtained by linear least squares fit to the data displayed in Fig. 6 are $\Delta E_{\text{act}}(\text{HPB-I}) / \text{hc} = 382 \pm 43$ cm$^{-1}$ and $\Delta E_{\text{act}}(\text{HPD-I}) / \text{hc} = 193 \pm 33$ cm$^{-1}$. The differences in these activation energies suggest involvement of a vibrational normal mode which includes N-H (H-D) or O-H (O-D) motion. However, these differences are only slightly outside of the combined experimental errors.

Mechanistic Interpretation

Considering the experimental data presented above, we propose a model for excited state deactivation of HPB-I which is a slightly modified version of the model proposed earlier by Otterstedt$^{13}$ and Werner$^{16}$. The overall mechanism that they proposed may be written as follows:

$$S_0 \xrightarrow{h\nu} S_1 \xrightarrow{\text{H}^+ \text{ transfer}} S_1' \xrightarrow{\text{IC}} S_0' \xrightarrow{\text{H}^+ \text{ transfer}} S_0.$$ (4)

The major steps in the mechanism following absorption of the uv light are first of all proton transfer to give the zwitterionic form, $S_1'$, followed by rapid internal conversion to give the proton transferred ground state form $S_0'$ which then rapidly equilibrates to give the ground state form, $S_0$. The new kinetic and spectroscopic evidence that we presented above allows us to provide a more detailed account of the mechanism. The basic processes involved are shown schematically in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Potential energy surfaces and details of the absorption and excited state deactivation processes in HPB-I.](image_url)
The observation of longer fluorescence and ground state recovery lifetimes in ethanol suggests that intermolecular hydrogen bonds with the solvent may inhibit the excited state proton transfer process and/or shift this equilibrium.

Low temperature fluorescence studies in hydrocarbon matrices show an emission maximum at \( \approx 625 \text{ nm} \), and lifetimes of \( \approx 1 \text{ ns} \) at 12K. This emission \((R)\) is assigned to the transition \( \text{S}_1' \rightarrow \text{S}_0' \) of the proton transferred species shown in Figure 7. The temperature dependence of the fluorescence lifetime is assumed to be wholly due to a temperature dependent nonradiative rate. The activation energy for the temperature dependent nonradiative decay, \( \approx 200 \text{ cm}^{-1} \), is of the order of magnitude expected for a torsional vibrational mode. This mode would be expected to be an important factor in the rapid rate of internal conversion in HPB-I.

In the ethanol class at 12K no highly Stokes shifted emission was observed. The fluorescence maximum occurs at 410 nm, the same region as in the room temperature emission, and in addition, green phosphorescence is observed at 12K. It appears then that in the low temperature ethanol glass, intramolecular proton transfer is slowed and/or the equilibrium shifted to the left in Figure 7, and intersystem crossing becomes a competing nonradiative decay route.

With reference to Figure 7, then, the predominant decay route in the proposed model for relaxation of HPB-I involves uv excitation (double upward arrow) into an excited vibronic level of the molecule that lies at an energy (for 355 nm excitation) above the barrier, if any, between the two excited-state conformations of the molecule. Decay of this vibronic state, at room temperature, is probably controlled by direct internal conversion to the ground state of the tautomeric form of the molecule \((\text{S}_0')\), and not by vibrational relaxation. This internal conversion process is promoted by torsional vibrational modes of the molecule. The rate of this process determines the lifetime of the blue fluorescence \((D)\), and it is slowed in the ethanol solvent due to changes in the excited-state potential surfaces, particularly on the right hand \((\text{S}_1')\) side of Figure 7. Ground state recovery of the \( \text{S}_0 \) state is kinetically controlled in all solvents by both the internal conversion and ground state reverse tautomerization. At low temperatures in solid hydrocarbon matrices the internal conversion rate out of the initially populated level is slowed due to the rigidity of the solvent and its effect on the torsional motion of HPB-I. Now vibrational relaxation dominates the decay of this vibronic state, and much stronger red emission \((R)\) is observed. The lifetime of this emission is still controlled, in part, by internal conversion \( \text{S}_1' \rightarrow \text{S}_0' \), however. In alcoholic matrices at low temperature, planar, internally hydrogen-bonded conformations of the molecule are precluded by external hydrogen-bonding, thus preventing proton transfer while simultaneously allowing a competitive intersystem crossing radiationless transition out of \( \text{S}_1 \).

The model presented above differs from the previously proposed model only in that an equilibrium between vibrationally hot \( \text{S}_1 \) and \( \text{S}_1' \) is established at that internal conversion \( \text{S}_1' \rightarrow \text{S}_0' \) may occur prior to vibrational relaxation. This mechanism may also be applicable to the 2-hydroxybenzophenone class of molecules as well. Since no fluorescence or phosphorescence is observed for HB-I in low temperature hydrocarbon matrices, a very efficient internal conversion process must be occurring in this case.

Other groups have implicated triplet decay pathways for the room temperature nonradiative relaxation of 2-hydroxybenzophenone in ethanol. Either because of the presence of two ground state species in solution (intra- and inter-molecularly hydrogen-bonded molecules) or because of only an intermolecularly hydrogen-bonded species with a low excited-state triplet quantum yield. However, there is no compelling reason to invoke the existence of triplet decay routes at room temperature, in the case of HB-I molecules. Indeed, we previously suggested that mechanism \( (4) \), or the modified form \( (5) \), could account for the observations on HB-I in ethanol solution. (The 539-nm absorption kinetics, previously assigned to \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) absorption, \( \text{S}_0' \rightarrow \text{S}_0 \text{ time of .15 ns in HB-I.} \)

Perhaps differences in the decay behavior of type HB and HB molecules in hydrocarbon vs. ethanol solvents are due to different solute-solvent interactions in the excited state or ground state tautomers. Interference by ethanol to excited state proton transfer may, however, result in other decay routes becoming available. Triplet formation could then result from a nonproton-transfered species. There is no evidence for triplet formation in room temperature solutions of HB-I in ethanol suggesting that internal conversion \( \text{S}_1' \rightarrow \text{S}_0' \) is very rapid compared to the rate of intersystem crossing.

\[ \text{reaction diagram} \]

\[ \text{reaction equation} \]
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1. Introduction

This paper discusses picosecond spectroscopic studies of excited-state decay mechanisms in widely-used, ultraviolet-absorbing, polymer photostabilizers—2-hydroxybenzophenone (I) and 2-(2-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)-benzotriazole (II)—the structures of which are shown below:

An intramolecular hydrogen bond in these molecules is thought to promote rapid excited-state internal proton transfer and subsequent excited-state decay. However, the detailed mechanism and kinetics of these processes have not been determined. Related studies on organic photostabilizers have been reported for salicylates [1,2], 2-(2'-hydroxyphenyl)-s-triazines [3], and 2-hydroxy-benzophenones [4-6].

2. Experimental

Excitation of (I), (II), and a derivative of (II) was accomplished with a third-harmonic pulse (Δt=8 ps, λ=355 nm) from a modelocked Nd³⁺:glass laser system. Excited state absorption spectra were obtained as previously described [5] by probing the excited sample with a time-delayed continuum pulse and recording a single-shot, double-beam-corrected spectrum (400-700 nm) with a spectrograph and an optical multichannel analyzer (EGG PARC, OMA 2). Excited-state absorption kinetics were obtained using a delayed probe pulse from a short-cavity dye laser as previously described [7]. Absorption bleaching-recovery kinetics at 355 nm were also obtained with attenuated third-harmonic probe pulses.

This research was supported by the ASTT project of Solar Thermal Power Systems of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Partial support by the California Institute of Technology President's Fund and the Committee on Research at the University of California, Riverside, is also acknowledged.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. 2-hydroxybenzophenone

Excited-state absorption spectra of 2-hydroxybenzophenone \( \text{(I)} \), obtained at three delay times in several solvents, are summarized in the Table. These spectra are quite broad and weak. The maximum O.D. change observed under identical experimental conditions, a T-T absorption of benzophenone in ethanol has a maximum O.D. of 0.6 at 430 nm.

Table: Summary of observed transient absorption spectra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Delay Time [ps]</th>
<th>( \lambda_{\text{max}} \text{ (nm)} )</th>
<th>O.D. ( \text{max} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-hydroxybenzophenone</td>
<td>CH(_2)Cl(_2)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>450 (v. broad)</td>
<td>&lt;0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>485</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>&lt;0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isooctane</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>&lt;0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>&lt;0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>485</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>&lt;0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cis-1,3-pentadiene</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>450 (v. broad)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>&lt;400;475</td>
<td>&gt;0.10;0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>480</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)benzotriazole</td>
<td>CH(_2)Cl(_2)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(II)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>&lt;0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>485</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>&lt;0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,2'-acetoxy-5'-methylphenyl)benzotriazole</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>435;450</td>
<td>0.07;0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(acetoxy-II)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>&lt;0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>485</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There has been some controversy regarding the decay mechanism of (I). KLOPFER \[8\] has proposed that the main decay route occurs via the triplet manifold following proton transfer in the singlet state. In nonhydrogen-bonding solvents, however, no long-time absorption (i.e., T-T) is observed in our experiments indicating that few of the excited singlet state molecules of (I) intersystem cross to the triplet. (See the Table: the experiment in cis-1,3-pentadiene confirms that the short-time absorption is probably due to a singlet.) In ethanol, some visible absorption remains at "long" time (480 ps) and thus some of the molecules of (I) may intersystem cross in hydrogen-bonding solvents. This interpretation is consistent with other recent studies [4] and with previously reported [10] quantum yields of quenchable triplets of (I) in nonhydrogen-bonding and hydrogen-bonding solvents (\( \Phi_T \approx 0.03 \) in cyclohexane and \( \Phi_T \approx 0.15 \) in ethanol).

3.2. 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)benzotriazole

Excited-state absorption spectra of 2-(2'-hydroxy-5'-methylphenyl)benzotriazole (II) and 2,2'-acetoxy-5'-methylphenyl)benzotriazole (acetoxy-II) in methylene chloride are shown in Figs. 1A and 1B, respectively. These and similar spectra of (II) in ethanol are summarized in the Table above.
For (II) in both solvents, absorption at 7 ps in the blue decays to within the noise level by 20 ps. At longer time (485 ps), a different absorption in the blue appears. Our tentative interpretation of these spectra follows the decay mechanism suggested by Werner [10]:

\[ S_0 \xrightarrow{h\nu} S_1 \xrightarrow{H\text{~trans.}} S_1' \xrightarrow{\text{I.C.}} S_1'' \xrightarrow{\text{H~trans.}} S_0 \]  

(1)

in which a prime designates proton transfer from oxygen to a nitrogen. Thus at 7 ps, we assign the observed spectrum of (II) to \( S_1\to S_0 \) based on similar spectra of acetoxy-III shown above. By 20 ps, rapid proton transfer has occurred, yielding a weak, essentially featureless \( S_1\to S_0 \) spectrum in the visible. By 485 ps, internal conversion to the ground state of the proton-transferred species has occurred, yielding the \( S_1\to S_0 \) spectrum. In support of this last assignment, the absorption spectrum observed at 485 ps is the approximate mirror image of previously reported \( S_1\to S_0 \) fluorescence [10,11]. This interpretation suggests that there may be a barrier (of unknown height) to proton back-transfer in the ground state. It has been estimated [10] that the proton is favored to be on oxygen by \( 5\text{H}\text{~kcal/mole} \) in the ground state.

![Fig. 1 Transient absorption spectra of (II) in CH2Cl2 (A) and of (acetoxy-III) in CH2Cl2 (B) at selected delay times](image)
In (acetoxy-II), chemical modification precludes proton transfer. The observed spectra (Fig. 1B) are assigned to mostly $S_n^-$-$S_1$ absorption. The absorption decay in (acetoxy-II) at 455 nm following excitation at 355 nm (Fig. 2) is consistent with exponential decay to a nonzero asymptote. The least squares fit rate constant is $(3.9 \pm 0.5) \times 10^9$ sec$^{-1}$ ($t_{1/2} = 0.26$ ns). The long-

![Graph](image)

Fig. 2  Kinetics of optical density changes of (acetoxy-II) in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ at 455 nm.

time, asymptotic absorption is assigned to $T_1$-$T_1$ absorption. In a nanosecond flash photolysis experiment, $T_1$-$T_1$ absorption peaking at 425 nm decays with an -200 ns lifetime (12). We determined the triplet quantum yield of (acetoxy-II) to be $f_{tr} = 0.3$. Thus the $S_1$ lifetime of (acetoxy-II) is at least partially controlled by intersystem crossing.

Absorption bleaching-recovery kinetics at 355 nm were obtained for (II) in both ethanol and methylene chloride. The result in the ethyl chloride solvent is shown in Fig. 3. In this experiment the ground state optical density of the sample was arranged to be 0.6 at 355 nm, and the excitation and probe pulses had parallel linear polarization. The changes in optical density plotted in Fig. 3 correspond to decreases in optical density at 355 nm. In ethanol, a qualitatively similar result is obtained. The unusual behavior between 0 and 100 ps is in qualitative agreement with (1). That is, at 355 nm, $S_1$ absorbs less strongly than $S_2$; $S_1$ rapidly decays by proton transfer to $S_1^*$ (in <50 ps), a state which absorbs more strongly than the ground state; $S_1^*$ internally converts to $S_2^*$ (in -100 ps after excitation), a state which absorbs less strongly than $S_1^*$; and $S_2^*$ then decays more slowly to $S_2$. Although the data do not uniquely determine the rates of these processes, the smooth curve in Fig. 3 was obtained using $k_1 = 15$ ns$^{-1}$, $k_3 = 50$ ns$^{-1}$, and $k_1 = 5$ ns$^{-1}$ by convoluting rate expressions derived from (1) with the laser pulse durations.

Eq. (1) is not the only mechanism which can qualitatively reproduce the observed kinetics in Fig. 3. However, if one is restricted to a sequential decay mechanism like (1), then to obtain even qualitative agreement with the data, requires that $k_2 > 10$ ns$^{-1}$. Furthermore, the extinction coefficients at 355 nm of the states involved must be ordered $e(S_1) > e(S_2) > e(S_1^*)$. Thus at least three intermediates are involved. The values of the rate constants and extinction coefficients are not uniquely determined by the
Fig. 3 Kinetics of optical density changes of (II) in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ at 355 nm.

data. Reorientation of the transition dipoles of the various states was not
included in the kinetics model used to obtain the curve in Fig. 3.

We have also investigated the emission kinetics of solutions of (II) in
ethanol and methylene chloride at room temperature, exciting with a 7-ns u.v.
pulse from a nitrogen laser. In both cases, prompt emission which followed
the laser excitation pulse within the time resolution of the detection system
(-0.5 ns) was observed. Thus, this emission, centered at ~420-450 nm, necessarily
has a lifetime of <1 ns. Based on these observations, this emission
is assigned to S$_2$-S$_4$ and is consistent with our other observations on (II).
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